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VIETNAM STATION REPORT (3-9 DECEMBER 1967)

THE WINTER-SPRING OFFENSIVE - A BIG GAMBLE?

RECENT ENEMY COMBAT ACTIONS, THE MOVEMENT OF POSSIBLY TWO ADDITIONAL DIVISIONS FROM NORTH VIETNAM, AND SEVERAL PIECES OF EVIDENCE AND DOCUMENTS COMBINE TO INDICATE THAT THE VC/NVA ARE UNDERTAKING SOMETHING VERY MUCH LIKE AN ALL-OUT PUSH DURING THE 1967-1968 WINTER-SPRING OFFENSIVE. ON THE FACE OF IT, THIS SEEMS A MAJOR THING TO DO, AND IT FLIES RIGHT IN THE FACE OF THE DICTIONARY OF THE GIAP ARTICLES OF ONLY THREE MONTHS AGO ABOUT CONSERVING FORCES FOR A PROTRACTED WAR.

WHAT IS THE ENEMY UP TO AND WHAT POSSIBLE REASONS ARE THERE FOR HIS ODD BEHAVIOR? OUR VIEWS ARE NECESSARILY SPECULATIVE; WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING AS A "THINK PIECE."

STRANGE ACTIONS

THE ENEMY'S STUBBORN PROLONGATION OF THE BATTLES OF LOC
Ninh and Diên to in the face of heavy losses (and an extremely unfavorable casualty ratio at Loc Ninh) indicates a new willingness to maintain sustained combat with large friendly forces outside the DMZ area. At the same time, enemy forces have displayed a marked increase in aggressiveness on a smaller scale throughout South Vietnam. This is reflected not so much in the number of incidents as in their size and intensity.

Now is the time.

Prisoners taken at Loc Ninh say they had been indoctrinated before the battle to make a heroic do-or-die effort to destroy a major friendly unit. This is in line with statements of other prisoners and defectors that an all-out effort is to be made in the winter-spring offensive. To be sure, it is standard practice for VC indoctrinations to stress the importance of upcoming campaigns, but this time there are differences. There is a "this-is-it" tone, and there are implications—even apparently explicit statements—that the winter-spring campaign is the great final effort that will bring victory for the VC.

Interrogation reports and documents speak of its "historic
SIGNIFICANCE" AND "DECISIVE" NATURE. TRAINING MATERIAL CAPTURED
IN LONG AN PROVINCE, DATED 17 OCTOBER 1967, SAYS THAT THE YEAR
1967-1968 WILL CONCLUDE THE REVOLUTION IN SOUTH VIETNAM. A
22 OCTOBER REPORT OF THE VC BA BIE\N PROVINCE FORWARD SUPPLY
COUNCIL SAYS: "IN THE DISCUSSION OF OUR OVERALL FAVORABLE
SITUATION, OUR COMRADES CONFIDENTLY REALIZED THAT WE HAVE
SUFFICIENT CAPABILITIES TO CRUSH THE UNITED STATES IMPERIALISTS'
AGRESSIVE SCHEME AND WIN COMPLETE VICTORY IN THE 1967-1968
WINTER-SPRING PERIOD." OTHER
DOCUMENTS ACK LSS PAI ABOUT
PROMISING COMPLETE VICTORY AS AN IMMEDIATE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE
CURRENT CAMPAIGN, BUT THEY CONSISTENTLY SPEAK OF THIS WINTER-
SPRING REJOICE. AN UNDATED COMMUNIQUE OF THE CENTRAL
TRUNG MCBO PEOPLE'S LIBERATION FRONT CAPTURED ON 12 NOVEMBER
CONTAINS EIGHT ARTICLES GOVERNING BEHAVIOR DURING THE FIRST
DAYS OF THE "LIBERATION" OF TOWNS AND CITIES.

A VC PLATOON LEADER AND TECHNICIAN WHO RALLIED IN LONG
AN PROVINCE ON 23 SEPTEMBER SAYS THAT IN THEIR SEPTEMBER
INDOCTRINATION COURSE HE AND HIS FELLOW CADRES AND SOLDIERS
WERE TOLD THAT THEY WOULD ACHIEVE "ULTIMATE VICTORY" DURING
THE WINTER SPRING CAMPAIGN. HE SAID THAT THIS WAS THE FIRST
"DECISIVE VICTORY" AND THE LAST BIG STEP BEFORE THE "COMPLETE VICTORY," WHICH MEANS UNIFICATION OF ALL VIETNAM UNDER AN OPENLY COMMUNIST REGIME.

THE THIRD FACTOR MAY SEEM ON THE SURFACE TO BE CONTRADICTORY TO THE OTHERS, BUT IT IS NOT. THE COMMUNIST VIETNAMESE, NORTH AND SOUTH, ARE HURTING BADLY FROM THE ACCUMULATED DRAIN OF THE PAST TWO YEARS. THEY ARE LOSING HEALTHY YOUNG MEN AT THE RATE OF ABOUT 180,000 A YEAR FROM THEIR POPULATION BASE OF ABOUT 22 MILLION. THEY FACE THE LOSS OF A GENERATION. THE ECONOMIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DRAIN IS ALSO SEVERE.

THE COMMUNIST LEADERS MAY THEREFORE QUESTION WHETHER THEY CAN SUSTAIN PRESENT LEVELS OF ACTIVITY EVEN FOR ONE OR TWO MORE YEARS, LET ALONG THE 5, 10, OR 20 YEARS OF THEIR PROPAGANDA BOASTS. THEY HAVE TWO ALTERNATIVES: TACITLY TO ADMIT WEAKNESS AND REDUCE THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY, RISKING THE GENERATION OF A REVERSE MOMENTUM, A COLLAPSE OF MORALE, AND THE DESERTION OF ALL BUT THE HARD CORE; OR, TO USE THEIR STILL FORMIDABLE ASSETS BOLDLY IN A FIERCE ATTACK THAT WILL GIVE THE IMPRESSION OF GREAT STRENGTH AND POSSIBLY WIN THEM A PARTIAL VICTORY ("DECISIVE VICTORY", IN THEIR TERMS) WHICH WILL END
THE DRAIN ON THEIR RESOURCES AND PUT THEM IN A POSITION TO GAIN THEIR MAXIMUM OBJECTIVES WITHIN A REASONABLE PERIOD OF TIME. THEY APPEAR TO HAVE CHOSEN THE LATTER COURSE.

IN SUM, THE ENEMY APPEARS TO BELIEVE HE HAS THE CAPABILITY OF FORCING US IN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS TO PULL OUT OF VIETNAM AND LEAVE THE COUNTRY UNDER A COALITION GOVERNMENT DOMINATED, PERHAPS COVERTLY, BY THE COMMUNISTS. HE HAS LAUNCHED AN ALL-OUT WINTER-SPRING CAMPAIGN ON THIS BASIS AND HAS WHIPPED UP A LAST GREAT BURST OF ENTHUSIASM AMONG HIS ACTIONS TESTIFY THAT HE BELIEVES HIS WORDS.

HAVING SAID THIS, LET US HASTEN TO STRESS THAT OUR VIEW OF THE PROSPECTS IS QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THE ENEMY'S. WE BELIEVE HE HAS DRASTICALLY MISREAD THE SITUATION, ESPECIALLY IN REGARD TO MILITARY CAPABILITIES. IF HE CONTINUES HIS PLANNED OFFENSIVE, HE WILL CAUSE US SOME PAINFUL LOSSES, BUT HIS LOSSES WILL BE STAGGERING. THE MASSING OF ENLARGED FORCES PLAYS TO OUR GREAT ADVANTAGE IN FIREPOWER, ESPECIALLY AIR POWER. HE HAS TAKEN A GAMBLE THAT IS ALMOST CERTAIN TO FAIL, AND THAT FAILURE WILL HAVE A CRUSHING EFFECT ON HIS FORCES. BEFORE THE TERM OF THE WINTER-SPRING OFFENSIVE IS FINISHED, HE WILL

SECRET
PROBABLY RECOGNIZE HIS ERROR AND BE FACED WITH A DECISION WHETHER TO CUT HIS LOSSES BY BACKING DOWN, WITH ALL THAT WOULD ENTAIL, OR TO PLAY OUT THE GAME REGARDLESS OF THE CONSEQUENCES.

IN EITHER CASE, THE ENEMY WILL HAVE PUT HIMSELF IN AN UNTENABLE POSITION, AND AN AGGRESSIVE CAMPAIGN TO EXPLOIT THIS SHOULD PAY OFF HANDSOMELY.